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Separated bike lanes with cones carved out a space for people 
of all ages and abilities to move along our only east-west 
cycling corridor.
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Over 90% of drivers turning right from Howden to 
Dixie do so illegally... from the bike lane-
Even when the proper lane is empty.
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Driver Education-was not effective
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Physical barriers prevent drivers from entering bike lanes 
to make right turns...until they are moved.
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Vodden/Howden bike lanes provides access to :

Chinguacousy Park

Bramalea City Centre

Chinguacousy Library Branch

Bus Terminal and GO Station

TMU Medical School

Industrial Park E of Torbram

Chinguacousy  and Don Doan Trail

Howden and Earnscliffe Rec Centres
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If you could not afford a 
car or public 
transportation - or if you 
are too young to drive....

How would you get from 
Bramalea across the 
410?
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"Drivers yell at me to get off the road, pedestrians 
yell at me to get off the sidewalk."
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Place physical barriers at Howden & Dixie to protect all vulnerable road 
users.
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